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Separation of radiation and absorption losses in two-dimensional
photonic crystal single defect cavities

I. Alvarado-Rodrigueza) and E. Yablonovitch
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90095

~Received 24 June 2002; accepted 3 September 2002!

We have characterized the optical modes present in a two-dimensional photonic crystal single defect
cavity fabricated in an InP/In0.53Ga0.47As/InP double heterostructure thin film on a glass slide. The
cavity resonance was tuned to different frequencies in the 1.55mm spectral region. Radiation losses
and material absorption influence the measured value of cavity quality factorQ. We separated these
two loss mechanisms by performing a curve fit of the loss rate 1/Q versus the wavelength-dependent
absorption coefficient of In0.53Ga0.47As. By extrapolating this curve to zero absorption, the radiation
loss rate 1/Qrad is obtained. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1516835#
42.70.QS, 42.82.m
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been interest in optical cavities
other devices based on two-dimensional~2D! photonic crys-
tal slabs.1–12 The diverse potential functions of 2D photon
crystals have made them attractive for optical integrati
Furthermore, the fabrication process of 2D photonic crys
is compatible with the well-developed planar fabricati
technology used in electronic integrated circuits. In parti
lar, 2D photonic crystals are interesting due to the poten
of achieving a high-cavityQ. Theoretical and experimenta
work on how to design a high-Q cavity has been
reported.1–12A significant amount of research has been co
centrated on devices on 2D photonic crystals based on f
standing membranes as well as on a transparent substra
our work, we have placed our devices on a a glass slide
which is better in terms of device robustness and fabrica
yield at the expense of reducing the optical confinemen
the device.

The characterization of 2D photonic crystals has be
made mostly by measuring the spectrum
photoluminescence4,5,13 and electroluminescence.14 These
techniques are useful and relatively easy to perform du
the fact that the light is generated inside the cavity. In t
way, the coupling of the light into the optical cavity is ve
strong and the cavity signature is clearly evident in the em
ted photoluminescence spectrum. However, the fact that
material is capable of producing light means that it can a
absorb light. Loss due to material absorption reduces op
confinement in the cavity. In order to reduce the mate
absorption, some research groups have made and char
ized 2D photonic crystal-based devices on semicondu
substrates with quantum dots4,5 rather than quantum wells
However, these devices have been designed to opera
wavelengths below 1.3mm.

In this article, we present results on fabrication and ch
acterization of 2D photonic crystal cavities based on an e
tromagnetic mode that is induced when a defect in the p
a!Electronic address: ialva@ee.ucla.edu
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tonic crystal is created. In Sec. II, the device design a
fabrication process is described. This process is based on
etching in semiconductors followed by removal of th
growth substrate by selective wet etching. In Sec. III, t
characterization results are presented. The cavities are c
acterized by measuring the photoluminescence spectrum
modifying the lattice period, the cavity resonance wav
length was tuned to the 1.55-mm spectral region. The mea
sured cavityQ is limited by a combination of radiation losse
and material absorption losses. By taking into account
material absorption as a function of the wavelength, we
able to determine the radiation loss limited cavityQ.

II. CAVITY DESIGN AND FABRICATION

We make 2D photonic crystals in a thin epitaxial sem
conductor layer by drilling holes arranged in a triangu
lattice. After removal of the growth substrate by selecti
etching, the thin layer is transferred onto a glass slide. T
absence of a hole at the center of the photonic crystal fo
a defect state in the photonic band gap, which in this cas
an optical cavity. The sample layout is shown in Fig. 1~a!.

The cavities are fabricated on InP/In0.53Ga0.47As/InP
double heterostructure semiconductor material; the thickn
of each layer is 90/60/90 nm respectively. The layers w
grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition on an
substrate. An intermediate 1.5-mm InGaAs layer was gro
in between the InP substrate and the double hetersotruc
This layer serves as a stopetch for substrate removal. On
epilayer, we deposit a 200-nm thick layer of SiO2 by plasm
enhanced chemical vapor deposition, and then coat
sample with 200 nm of polymethylmethacrylate~PMMA!. A
triangular array of holes is defined in the PMMA layer b
electron-beam lithography using Leica EBL100. The patt
is transferred to the SiO2 film and to the semiconductor h
erostructure by CHF3 based reactive ion etching~RIE! and
Cl1Ar chemically assisted ion-beam etching. The use
CHF3 RIE simplifies the fabrication process since it allow

more effective pattern transfer from the PMMA to the SiO2
film.15 This is the standard fabrication technique for these

9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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structures, which has been developed and used for se
years now.16–18After patterning and etching, the specimen
attached upside down on a glass slide using Norland 70
ment and the substrate is removed by selective wet etch
HCl is used to remove the InP substrate a
H2SO4:H2O2:H2O is used to remove the intermedia
InGaAs stopetch. By this method, we are able to effectiv
transfer the patterned thin film on a glass slide.

To tune the resonance frequency of the cavity, we fa
cated devices with different lattice parameters~457, 500, and
525 nm!, while preserving in all of them a void-filling facto
of 35%. The overall size of the PC is around 60mm
340mm. The fabricated PC cavity is shown in Fig 1~b!.

III. CAVITY CHARACTERIZATION

Photoluminescence~PL! is induced by focusing the ligh
of an AlGaAs laser diode~780 nm! onto the semiconducto
coated side of the glass substrate. The laser beam is foc
down to a spot of'3 mm in diameter. The light is then
collected from the back side of the sample~the glass side!
and sent through a spectrometer. The experimental setu
shown in Fig. 2. Two kinds of photodetectors were used
measure the spectrum: A conventional InGaAsp–n hetero-
junction at room temperature and a liquid N2 cooled Ge de-
tector. The latter detector to extend the optical bandwi
relative to the InGaAs detector.

We induced PL on three different points of the samp
The cavity portion of the photonic crystal, the periodic po
tion of the photonic crystal, and the unpatterned region of
sample. Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c! show the photolumines
cence spectrum measured from these three points. The c
spectral signature is evident in the collected photolumin
cence spectrum and that sharp feature is spatially confine

FIG. 1. Sample layout, wherea is the lattice parameter andr is the hole
radius. The patterned film is pasted onto a glass substrate.~b! Scanning
electron micrographs of the fabricated device.
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the region near the cavity. Notice in Fig. 3 that the photolu
minescence produced in the unpatterned region is signi
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cantly larger than that produced in the photonic crystal. T
is due to several factors: There is less active material in
photonic crystal, the photoluminescence emission is parti
inhibited since it lies within the band gap of the photon
crystal, and the quantum efficiency is reduced due to
presence of edges and the occurrence of surface recom
tion. By moving the pump-laser spot away from the cavi
the signal corresponding to the cavity decreases. The s
cavity spectral feature totally vanishes when the pump-la
spot is about 4mm away from the cavity. This is an indica
tion of the spatial confinement of the optical mode.

As mentioned above, the cavity resonant wavelen
was tuned by fabricating structures with different lattice p
rameters, as shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the cavity re
nance wavelengths are 1480, 1540, and 1610 nm, which
respond to structures with lattice parameters of 475, 500,
525 nm, respectively. All these structures have roughly
same value of the resonance wavelength-lattice param
ratio (lo /a), which is roughly 0.316. This value agrees wi
the design parameter obtained from numerical calculation19

From Fig. 4, the cavityQ. can be calculated asQ
5lo /Dl, whereDl is the full width at half maximum of
each peak. The value ofQ corresponding to each structure
indicated on the same figure. As evidenced in Fig. 4,
value of the cavityQ decreases as the resonance wavelen
decreases. Now, there are present in the structure two me
nisms of loss, namely, the material absorption and the ra
tion losses. Both mechanisms are present in the meas
value of Q. In order to separate the different loss contrib

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The 780-nm pump laser is focused on
semiconductor film side of the sample and the resulting photoluminesc
signal is collected from the glass side.
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-
fi-
tions, we recall the definition of the cavityQ value given
by20
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FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra obtained when the pump laser is focused on~a! the cavity region in the photonic crystal,~b! the defect-free photonic
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crystal, and~c! the unpatterned region of the sample. In particular,~b! was measured with the pump laser focused 4mm away from the cavity. In this case,
cto

n
on
llin
Q5
voU

WL
, ~1!

wherevo is the cavity resonance frequency,U is the energy
stored in the mode, andWL is the energy loss rate. The tot
loss rate is the sum of the material absorption rate and
radiation losses, thus we can rewrite Eq.~1! as

1

Q
5

WL

voU
5

Wrad

voU
1

Wabs

voU
5

1

Qrad
1

1

Qabs
, ~2!

whereQrad and Qabs account for the radiation loss and a
sorption, respectively. In Fig. 5, we plot the value 1/Q versus
the absorption coefficient corresponding to each resona
wavelength. The absorption coefficient as a function of
wavelength for In0.53Ga0.47As was obtained from Ref. 21
From Eq.~2!, the dependence of the cavityQ and the absorp-
tion coefficient can be modelled as

1

Q
5

1

Qrad
1Ca~l! ~3!

Wherea~l! is the absorption coefficient,C is a proportion-
ality constant, andQrad is the quality factor taking into ac
count radiation losses only~structure exhibiting zero absorp
tion!. From the linear extrapolation to the case of ze
absorption, we find thatQrad5320. This value ofQrad agrees

the lattice parameter of the structure wasa5525 nm and the void-filling fa

FIG. 4. Photoluminescence spectra from cavities for different photo
crystal-lattice parameters. The photoluminescence from the bulk phot
crystal is shown as a reference. All the structures have the same void-fi

fraction of 35%. The signal fall off at 1650 nm is due to the optical limit of
the InGaAs photodetector.
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well with theoretical calculations.8,19 Higher-Q values have
been recently reported for more sophisticated designs, u
quantum dot luminescent semiconductors that have very
average absorption coefficients.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have fabricated and characterized 2D photonic cr
tal defect cavities based on perforated thin films on gl
slides. The cavity characterization was performed by mea
ing the photoluminescence spectrum. The center wavele
can be tuned over the band used in optical telecommun
tions. The measured cavityQ is limited by the material ab-
sorption. A simple model is presented relating cavityQ to
material absorption, and extrapolation to zero absorption
obtained. Further experimental and theoretical work is s
required in order to obtain an optical cavity based on a
photonic crystal that exhibits aQ high enough to filter tele-
communications channels.
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FIG. 5. Cavity quality factor 1/Q absorption obtained from the data of Fig.
4. The lattice parameter isa andlo is the cavity resonance wavelength.
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